Warning on modules
Tolerance range for optical flux, efficacy and electrical voltage data is stated in the respective datasheet.
Number of modules in parallel per chain might be lesser than the calculated total number of modules in parallel. Please refer to the respective
datasheet for the exact numbers.
Warning on drivers
Tolerance range for electrical current data is stated in the respective datasheet.
For the lower current part of the drivers operating windows, the dimming level is limited by an absolute minimum output current of the driver. For the
higher current part of the drivers operating windows, the CLO feature is limited by an absolute maximum output current of the driver. Please refer to
specific LED driver Design-in guide.
Due to the nature of the manufacturing processes of LED drivers the typical data of technical parameters can only reflect statistical figures and do
not necessarily correspond to the actual parameters of each single product which could differ from the typical data. Calculations are made based on
sample measurement data. Going below 30% of the driver’s maximum output power could increase the uncertainty at which the efficiency can be
calculated. Efficiency calculations are informative and represent no warranty claim.
Disclaimer of Warranties
The Easy Design-in Tool (“ Tool”), the content (including, without limitation, text, images, graphics, links and other materials) of the Tool (“ Content”)
and results generated by using the Tool (“Calculated Results”) are provided “as is” and “as available”. Philips Lighting B.V. and its affiliates, partners,
licensors and suppliers hereby expressly disclaim any representation or warranties of any kind, express or implied, including without limitation
warranties of merchantability, satisfactory quality, fitness for any particular purpose, non-infringement, or as to the operation of the Tool. Neither
Philips Lighting B.V., nor its affiliates, partners, licensors and suppliers warrants or makes any representation that (i) the Tool will be uninterrupted,
timely, secure or error free, or (ii) the Calculated Results will be correct, complete, accurate, reliable or otherwise meet your requirements.
Limitation of Liability
In no event will Philips Lighting B.V., or any of its affiliates, or owners or licensors of, or authors or contributors to, the Tool or the Content, be liable
for indirect, incidental, special, exemplary or consequential damages (including, but not limited to, loss of profit, lost savings, loss of reputation, loss
of goodwill, loss of use, loss of data or business interruption) arising out of or in connection with your use of the Tool (including resulting from the use
of the Calculated Results or any report generated by the Tool) whether or not such damages are based on tort, warranty, contract or otherwise, even
if advised of the possibility of such damage. Some jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of liability for consequential or indirect
damages, so the above limitation or exclusion may not apply to you. In on event shall Philips Lighting B.V.’s (or that of its affiliates, or owners or
licensors of, or authors or contributors to, the Tool or the Content) total liability to you, arising out of or relating to the use of the Tool (whether or not
such damages are based on tort, warranty, contract or otherwise) exceeds the amount of fifty Euro (€50). Your use of the Easy Design-In Tool and
the Calculated Results are further subject to the Terms of Use – Easy Design-In Tool

